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In two recent, provocative articles, Professors Stephen Choi and Mitu Gulati contend that a tournament based on objective considerations of judicial merit should govern our approach to the nomination and confirmation of Supreme Court Justices. Professors Choi and Gulati developed their three quantitative tournament criteria—seeking to measure productivity, independence, and quality among sitting appellate judges—for prospective application. It seems reasonable that these same criteria could be used to compare two contemporaneous Supreme Court nominees from a somewhat earlier era, in order to consider whether one emerges as more “worthy.” Such a comparison is likely to be especially instructive if both nominees then ended up serving on the Supreme Court, thus allowing for

---

2. Choi & Gulati, Tournament, supra note 1, at 305-10; Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 42-67.
observations regarding their actual performance, not simply their tournament-related potential.

Two such Justices conveniently exist: Warren Burger and Harry Blackmun. As federal appellate judges, Burger and Blackmun served for comparable lengths of time during the same historical period. They were nominated for the Supreme Court by the same President, who had made clear that he wanted new members of the Court to reflect a certain judicial philosophy. As Supreme Court Justices, however, Burger and Blackmun came to differ sharply in their doctrinal and ideological orientation. Commentators also have diverged in evaluating their respective careers on the Court.

In this Essay, I compare the "objective merit" outputs of Warren Burger and Harry Blackmun as appellate judges, in order to consider some of the challenges involved when assessing the merit-related potential of Supreme Court nominees. Part I discusses the appellate court records of Judges Burger and Blackmun, borrowing from Choi and Gulati's three quantitative criteria. Judge Burger's performance appears more promising in the area of productivity and on one measure of independence, while the two judges seem comparably strong with respect to the quality factor. Part I then suggests how little guidance these quantitative assessments provide when reviewing the two men's careers on the Supreme Court. For Justice Burger, a record of independence in appellate court opinion writing seems, in retrospect, to have foreshadowed an aloof and at times fractious attitude toward his colleagues while serving as Chief Justice. Justice Blackmun's tenure on the Court was characterized by his evolving perspectives—in terms of the social vision he embraced and the effect that vision had on his judicial philosophy. Blackmun's evolution, which is often invoked by persons who consider him a distinguished Justice, could scarcely have been anticipated based on a quantitative review of his appellate court performance.

Part II addresses in more general terms certain reservations about the performance measurement approach proposed by Choi and Gulati. Efforts to assess potential judicial merit are surely necessary prerequisites to appointment, but they ought not to preclude consideration of political and ideological factors. The Constitution contemplates that a candidate's partisan or ideological background may be


part of the selection process, and the political branches' reliance on this background reflects an understanding that the Supreme Court's judgments embody important choices on matters of public policy as well as on the rule of law. In addition, when attempting to evaluate judicial merit, we should recognize the relevance and importance of nonquantitative factors, including collegiality and career diversity. The Choi and Gulati approach inevitably overlooks or undervalues such qualitative elements.

I. COMPARING POTENTIAL AND REFLECTING ON PERFORMANCE

Professors Choi and Gulati have identified a set of objective measures they would like to see employed when comparing appellate judges for potential elevation to the Supreme Court. These measures focus on three categories: productivity in generating impressive numbers of published opinions, quality of written opinions as reflected in frequency of citations outside one's own circuit, and independence from the views of one's colleagues and political sponsors as manifested through patterns of dissents and concurrences authored. While recognizing that the assignment of proper weights within and between these categories presents some challenges, Choi and Gulati maintain that the three measures should at minimum form a valuable basis for evaluating claims of merit made by Presidents on behalf of their Supreme Court nominees.

Rather than critique the details of the Choi and Gulati approach, I borrow from their three categories to develop a comparison that better suits my focus on two judges during an earlier time period. I make some minor adjustments or refinements in the three measurement categories, while attempting to be faithful to the spirit of the Choi and Gulati enterprise.

5. Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 42-43, 48-50, 61-63 (discussing the three measures).
6. See Choi & Gulati, Tournament, supra note 1, at 310-11; Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 29-30.
7. In general, I have examined the records of Judges Burger and Blackmun over a greater number of years than the three year time frame relied on by Choi and Gulati, and have focused only on the circuits in which Burger and Blackmun served during that longer period. Given time and space constraints, I cover far fewer judges than do Choi and Gulati, and my treatment of their three factors is less elaborate.
A. The Output-Based Potential of Judges Burger and Blackmun

Warren Burger and Harry Blackmun had remarkably similar backgrounds before ascending to the Supreme Court. Each was raised in modest financial circumstances in St. Paul, Minnesota, where they were childhood friends. Each came from a moderately conservative Protestant, Republican family tradition. Each was chosen by President Eisenhower to join the federal appellate bench. After more than a decade of appellate court tenure, each was nominated by President Nixon and then confirmed to serve on the Supreme Court.

When their performances as appellate court judges are considered under the Choi and Gulati criteria, Burger appears to have somewhat more potential than Blackmun. The fact that Blackmun is generally regarded as a more distinguished Supreme Court Justice may not have been foreseeable at all. Yet, to the extent that hindsight offers some perspective regarding the reasons for their divergence, the three quantitative measures proposed by Choi and Gulati are of little help; in one instance they may well be counterproductive. If anything, it would seem that available qualitative evidence might have served as a more useful signpost of what was to come.

1. Productivity in Opinion Writing

The first Choi and Gulati category is productivity based on published opinions. I compared the number of published majority opinions authored by Judges Burger and Blackmun to the number of


13. Choi and Gulati report on both total number of published majority opinions and total number of published opinions overall, which includes concurrences and dissents. See Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 44 tbl.2. I address only majority opinions here; discussion of dissents and concurrences is confined to the “independence” factor, in part to avoid overvaluing these separate opinions as integral parts of two categories. Published majority opinions were identified through a LEXIS search for the circuit court
majority opinions published by every other active status judge serving on their respective circuits for some or all of the same time periods. Thus, Burger served for twelve full calendar years (1957-1968) as an active status judge on the D.C. Circuit; Table 1 compares his productivity to that of all other active status judges who served on the D.C. Circuit between 1957 and 1968. Similarly, Table 1 compares Blackmun’s productivity as an active status judge during his ten full calendar years (1960-1969) to the productivity of all other active status judges who served on the Eighth Circuit between 1960 and 1969. Comparisons within each circuit are based on a standardized productivity score calculated for each individual judge.

on which each judge served during each calendar year in which the judge was on active status for all twelve months. Cross-checks with Westlaw revealed that LEXIS was more accurate in identifying opinion authors during this period. In developing lists of citation-receiving opinions for use in Table 2, see infra app., I cross-checked many judges’ majority opinion numbers with Westlaw and, for Judge Blackmun, with the appendix to his Supreme Court confirmation hearing record, see infra note 71.

Including published concurrences and dissents as part of a productivity measure raises an additional problem in today’s circumstances; publication of separate opinions may well be determined derivatively based on whether the majority opinion is deemed worthy of publication. See Merritt & Brudney, supra note 8, at 107 (noting that appellate courts determined not to publish almost fifteen percent of decisions that included a dissenting opinion and nearly six percent of decisions that contained a concurring opinion, for a dataset of cases decided between 1986 and 1993). Choi and Gulati may not have accounted for this problem. See Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 43 (assuming that judges who author unpublished majority opinions “affirmatively do not want [them] to be used by others as precedents”).

14. See infra app., tbl.1. I confined the comparisons to judges who served for full calendar years in an effort to standardize units of measurement. For instance, Judge Burger served for parts of two other years (1956 and 1969) and published opinions during those years, but it seemed appropriate to eliminate the impact of production during unequal numbers of months and also to minimize effects associated with the initiation period or with the consequences of an unplanned promotion-related departure. My comparisons were with active status judges to avoid reliance on senior status or visiting judges sitting by designation, whose opinion assignments may have been less uniform. See James J. Brudney & Corey Ditslear, Designated Diffidence: District Court Judges on the Courts of Appeals, 35 Law & Soc’y Rev. 565, 581-84 (2001) (describing the modest opinion-writing role of designated district judges over seven year period).

15. Standardized productivity scores were computed by taking each judge’s number of majority opinions and subtracting the circuit’s mean for that year; the result was then divided by the standard deviation. See DAVID S. MOORE, STATISTICS: CONCEPTS AND CONTROVERSIES 251-53 (5th ed. 2001) (discussing standard scores). A score of zero would indicate that the judge’s opinion-writing frequency was at the mean level. Table 1, infra app., presents the average productivity score for each judge based on the number of full-time active years he served during our period of measurement. See supra note 14. (Figures for individual years are on file with the author. Cory Smidt provided valuable assistance in calculating the standardized productivity scores.) Professors Choi and Gulati use a somewhat different approach to capturing variations within a circuit; they adjust for intercircuit differences based on the mean number of opinions published for judges of each circuit. See Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 45-46. The Choi and Gulati approach was less practicable here, given my focus on only two circuits for a period well in excess of three years. See supra note 7.
Although Judges Burger and Blackmun published majority opinions at similar rates, Burger's relative standing on productivity among his D.C. Circuit colleagues is considerably higher than Blackmun's in the Eighth Circuit. Judge Burger authored 254 published majorities from 1957 to 1968, or 21.17 per year. His standardized productivity score of 0.63 ranked him second overall among the fourteen judges serving during this period and first in comparison with judges who were on active status for the same number of years.16

Judge Blackmun produced 210 majority opinions from 1960 to 1969, or 21 per year. However, Blackmun's performance was merely average in relation to his circuit court peers. Blackmun's standardized productivity score of 0.01 ranked him sixth out of the twelve judges serving during this period and last among the judges who served for the same number of years that he did.17

Appellate courts published all majority opinions authored during the period in which Judges Burger and Blackmun served, and the differences in productivity among judges within each circuit appear to be less dramatic than those identified by Choi and Gulati.18 This narrower range presumably reflects in part the tendency to distribute opinion assignments on a relatively equitable basis among three-member panels. When four out of every five circuit court panel decisions are unpublished—as is true today—there is likely to be far more variation in individual judges' rates of publication within their own circuit. Of course, a major reason for this variation may well be the opinion assignment practices of a panel's most senior or "ranking" member. By retaining the few publication-worthy cases for themselves, these panel members can influence productivity figures in ways that Choi and Gulati may need to anticipate.19 In addition,

16. See infra app., tbl.1. Judge Leventhal, the only judge with a higher score, served only three years during this twelve year period. Notably, in six of the twelve years, Burger produced majority opinions at a number more than one standard deviation above the circuit mean.

17. See infra app., tbl.1. Unlike Judge Burger, Blackmun's productivity was never more than one standard deviation above the circuit mean during his ten year period.

18. See Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 86-89 tbl.B (noting that in Seventh Circuit from 1998 to 2000, Judge Posner published 254 majority opinions and Judge Manion published 102). Using the ten Seventh Circuit judges in Choi and Gulati's tournament as a baseline, Posner's output exceeded the circuit mean of 168 published majorities by 51% while Judge Manion's total of 102 published majorities was 39% below the circuit mean. See id. For our comparable 1964-1966 period, the top judge in the D.C. Circuit exceeded his circuit mean by 23% while the bottom judge was 25% below the mean; in the Eighth Circuit, the top judge exceeded that circuit's mean by 16% while the bottom judge fell 7% below the mean. (Copies of all calculations are on file with author.)

19. Given the traditional practice that the senior active status member of each panel controls opinion assignments, it seems worth exploring whether judges who most often have the assignment power tend to produce unusually high numbers of published opinions within a circuit. See J. Robert Brown, Jr. & Allison Herren Lee, Neutral Assignment of
Choi and Gulati's focus on only three years of opinion writing probably exaggerates productivity differences among judges when compared with the ten and twelve year periods examined here.\textsuperscript{20}

Nonetheless, even in an earlier era of universal publication, and measuring for productivity over a longer period of time, some judges were distinctly more productive than others within their own circuit. In this regard, Judge Burger was unusually prolific in generating majority opinions when compared to others on the D.C. Circuit. By contrast, Judge Blackmun was not unproductive, but his performance on the Eighth Circuit qualifies him as no better than average.

2. Quality of Opinion Writing

Choi and Gulati recommend citation counts as a proxy for the quality of the appellate judicial product.\textsuperscript{21} They contend that judges whose opinions help explain the law more clearly or effectively, or who develop a reputation for quality analysis outside their own circuit, will receive more citations.\textsuperscript{22} Borrowing from their approach, I compiled the citations received for majority opinions published by Judges Burger and Blackmun during a four year period when they were both serving on the appellate bench, from 1963 to 1966. I also compiled citations for the four other D.C. Circuit judges who were on active status during all four of those years and for the three other Eighth Circuit judges who served throughout the same four year pe-
period. For each of these judges, I gathered the total number of citations by any state or federal court outside of their own federal circuit, including citations by the Supreme Court. In addition, I compared the top twenty citation-receiving opinions of each judge; this tracks the Choi and Gulati approach of evaluating a judge’s quality based on her “best opinions” as well as her average performance when considering the full volume of production.

As presented in Table 2, Judges Burger and Blackmun are remarkably similar in terms of their volume of outside citations. For the 1963-1966 period, Judge Burger’s average number of citations per opinion based on all published majority opinions modestly exceeded Blackmun’s, 6.09 to 5.66. Conversely, with regard to citations per majority opinion for the twenty most frequently cited opinions, Blackmun’s average was slightly above Burger’s, 16.5 to 16.0.

Further, both Burger and Blackmun stand out from other members of their respective circuits in terms of the recognition garnered for their majority opinions. Judge Blackmun’s top twenty average of 16.5 far outpaces his Eighth Circuit colleagues; it is more than twice that of Judges Matthes and Van Oosterhout and nearly double that of Judge Vogel. Judge Burger is comparably impressive in the company of his D.C. Circuit colleagues. Burger’s top twenty average of 16.0 is nearly three times that of Judge Danaher, and his top twenty and overall averages are well above the citation counts for his three other colleagues. Moreover, in distancing himself from Judges Bazelon and Wright, Burger’s performance on citation counts ranks him comfortably ahead of two nationally renowned appellate judges of the era.

23. Although time constraints made it impracticable to compile lists of outside-circuit citations for all individual judges, the judicial colleagues selected provide a suitable intracircuit framework for discussion.

24. Sara Sampson, research librarian at The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law, compiled the citation counts, using “custom restrictions” within LEXIS’s Shepard’s Service to provide individual cases. The “outside circuit” citations include cases cited by the Supreme Court but do not include federal cases within a judge’s own circuit—that is, no district court cases from the D.C. Circuit are included for Judge Burger or his four colleagues and none from districts within the Eighth Circuit for Judge Blackmun or his three colleagues. Citations were to all outside opinions through May 31, 1969. This parallels the Choi and Gulati approach of tracking 1998-2000 opinions cited through May 31, 2003, Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 50, although I have included four years of majority opinions instead of only three. The date of May 31, 1969, is also convenient because Judge Burger was nominated to the Supreme Court in late May; any cites after May 31, 1969, may reflect in part the perception of Burger, and eventually Blackmun, as Supreme Court Justices.

25. Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 54.

26. See infra app., tbl.2.

27. See infra app., tbl.2. Blackmun’s overall citation average also far exceeds the averages for his three colleagues who served as active judges throughout this same four year period.

28. See infra app., tbl.2.
An additional issue is whether any difference existed between the two circuits in terms of their outside recognition. Based on this admittedly selective sample, it appears that D.C. Circuit judges are cited more often by courts outside their own circuit.\textsuperscript{29} There are a number of reasons why the D.C. Circuit might have enjoyed such an advantage during this time period. From a subject matter standpoint, that court has long been the primary venue for judicial review of agency action, handling an unusually large volume of administrative law cases.\textsuperscript{30} During the 1960s, it also had jurisdiction to review general criminal matters under the D.C. Code.\textsuperscript{31} Perhaps judges from other circuits were more likely to look to the D.C. Circuit as a source of doctrinal insight in the administrative law and criminal law areas, something less obviously available from the Eighth Circuit.\textsuperscript{32} It also is possible that judges elsewhere in the country simply perceived the D.C. Circuit as “higher status” in general terms and looked more often to its majority opinions for guidance.\textsuperscript{33} Still, under the Choi and Gulati model, service on a more respected circuit counts as a positive factor; it is the circuit’s reputation for high quality work, and the individual judge’s ability supporting such a reputation, that warrant preferential consideration in the tournament.\textsuperscript{34} Judge Burger’s top

\textsuperscript{29} Omitting Judge Blackmun, the Eighth Circuit average for citation-receiving opinions among judges on active status for these four years is 3.08 citations per opinion considering all majorities and 8.53 per opinion considering top twenty majorities. Excepting Judge Burger, the D.C. Circuit average for active status judges is 3.49 citations per opinion considering all majorities and 9.21 per opinion considering top twenty majorities. Also revealing is the fact that three of the four D.C. Circuit judges (besides Burger) approached or exceeded ten citations per opinion for their top twenty opinions, whereas only one of three Eighth Circuit judges (other than Blackmun) even approached that level. \textit{See infra} app., tbl.2.


\textsuperscript{32} Of Judge Burger’s top twenty citation-receiving opinions in the 1963-1966 period, seven were administrative law decisions and thirteen were criminal law opinions.


\textsuperscript{34} \textit{See} Choi & Gulati, \textit{Empirical Ranking}, supra note 1, at 49. Choi and Gulati also consider the possibility that high citation rates may reflect the controversial or outrageous nature of an opinion rather than the quality of its analysis. \textit{Id.} at 54-55. They recommend examining negative citations to the top twenty citation-receiving opinions as a safeguard. \textit{Id.} at 55-57. There are virtually no such negative citations by courts for the Burger and Blackmun majorities published during our four year period. Using LEXIS’s Shepard’s Ser-
performance on such a prestigious court may therefore be worthy of extra respect.

Finally, one intriguing aspect of Judge Blackmun's record on citations is that five of his top twenty citation-receiving opinions involve the tax field.\(^3\) Blackmun practiced tax law for many years before joining the federal bench,\(^3\) and the widespread recognition for his tax law decisions presumably reflects the value of that pre-judicial experience. Blackmun's Supreme Court career also distinguished him as a highly respected voice on federal tax law issues;\(^3\) in this content-specific respect, his appellate court performance may have signaled Supreme Court potential.

3. Independence in Opinion Writing

Choi and Gulati maintain that a judge's willingness to disagree publicly with her colleagues on the appellate bench, especially colleagues who are presumptively like-minded, is a valuable predictor of judicial independence.\(^3\) They identify two distinct components of judicial independence that deserve assessment. As a measure of special intellectual effort expended and simple willingness to differ from one's colleagues, they value the number of separate opinions (dissents and concurrences) that a judge authors.\(^3\) As an indicator of ideological autonomy, they place additional emphasis on these dissents and concurrences if the judge's "separation" was from panel members of her own political party.\(^4\)

Table 3\(^4\) indicates that Judge Burger wrote 130 dissents and concurrences, far more than the eighteen authored by Judge Blackmun
during comparable periods on the appellate bench. The large differential must be understood in the context of their distinct circuit cultures. During this period, the D.C. Circuit was a contentious place; judges wrote dissenting or concurring opinions much more frequently than was true for their colleagues on the Eighth Circuit.\footnote{See infra app., tbl.3 (indicating that D.C. Circuit judges on average wrote dissents nearly seven times as often as Eighth Circuit judges (6.32 per "judge year" versus 0.93) and that they authored concurrences nearly eight times as often (3.20 per "judge year" versus 0.42)). The contentiousness among D.C. Circuit judges becomes even clearer when considering the fact that the Eighth Circuit judges actually produced slightly more majority opinions on average than their D.C. Circuit counterparts. See infra app., tbl.3 (indicating that Eighth Circuit judges produced 20.5 majorities per "judge year" compared to 18.1 majorities per "judge year" for D.C. Circuit judges). For a more detailed treatment of the unusually high levels of conflict on the D.C. Circuit during this period, see Charles M. Lamb, \textit{A Microlevel Analysis of Appeals Court Conflict: Warren Burger and His Colleagues on the D.C. Circuit, in JUDICIAL CONFLICT AND CONSENSUS: BEHAVIORAL STUDIES OF AMERICAN APPELLATE COURTS} 179 (Sheldon Goldman & Charles M. Lamb eds., 1986) (analyzing effects of party and religion in explaining patterns of conflict between Burger and his colleagues).} It may therefore be appropriate in one sense to view Burger and Blackmun as displaying comparable independence within their respective circuit court spheres. Each judge authored more dissents and concurrences than the average for his circuit as a whole: Burger ranked fourth among fourteen D.C. Circuit judges in separate opinions written per year of service, while Blackmun placed fifth among twelve Eighth Circuit judges on this scale.\footnote{Over his twelve years as an active status judge, Burger averaged 10.8 separate opinions per year, compared to the D.C. Circuit average of 9.51 separate opinions per "judge year." During his ten years of active status duty, Blackmun averaged 1.8 separate opinions a year, as opposed to the Eighth Circuit average of 1.34. Burger's comparative record is perhaps more impressive because he wrote more majorities than did Blackmun, relative to circuit norms, and thus had somewhat fewer opportunities to write separately. See infra app., tbl.3. Although a standardized score was used for majority opinions, see infra app., tbl.1, such a measure is not as applicable for dissents and concurrences. When implementing a standardized score, one assumes the observed outcomes are generated by a normal distribution. In the Eighth Circuit, however, judges often did not write a separate opinion for the entire year. A substantial part of the estimated distribution would therefore exist below zero, and the censoring of observations at zero would result in bias in the observed mean and standard deviation. A standardized score would not have this problem for the D.C. Circuit based on annual outputs of separate opinions, but the utility of this score would be limited inasmuch as circuit comparisons cannot be made. Accordingly, a simple average score was used in Table 1, see infra app. See generally MOORE, supra note 15, at 248-55 (discussing relationship between standard scores and normal distributions).} Still, the six-fold difference between Burger and Blackmun in annual number of separate opinions reflects a considerably greater investment of intellectual effort on Burger's part. Circuit norms may help account for the size of this gap, but the differential itself is tangible and robust.

As Choi and Gulati recognize, circuits may vary considerably among each other or over time in terms of their partisan composition, making it difficult to assess an individual judge's autonomy from cir-
cuit court colleagues who are appointed by a President of the same political party.\textsuperscript{44} Measuring partisan autonomy was also a challenge in this setting; I did not attempt to gather comprehensive data on panel compositions by party for every judge on the D.C. and Eighth Circuits. While the record on political autonomy is thus less than complete, the evidence I did assemble on Judges Burger and Blackmun illustrates some of the difficulties involved in the Choi and Gulati approach to measuring such autonomy.

During Judge Burger's years on the D.C. Circuit, most of his colleagues were Democratic appointees: among his seven to eight fellow active status judges, there were never more than two appointed by Republican Presidents.\textsuperscript{45} It is therefore not terribly surprising that sixty-eight of his seventy dissents were from majority opinions written by Democratic appointees; for only eleven of these seventy dissents was there even a "panel majority" of Republicans, meaning a second Republican besides Burger himself.\textsuperscript{46}

Judge Blackmun belonged to a more politically balanced court of appeals. In his ten full years on the Eighth Circuit, Blackmun served mostly with Republican appointees during his early years and mostly with Democratic appointees in his later period.\textsuperscript{47} The less partisan context of Blackmun's eleven dissents reflects this relatively balanced circuit court composition: four dissents were from all-Republican majorities, two were from all-Democratic majorities, and the other five were from "mixed" majorities of one Republican and one Democratic appointee. The fact that the Eighth Circuit had a less partisan "edge" may also help explain why there were notably fewer dissents or concurrences published in response to Blackmun majorities than was the case for majorities authored by Burger.\textsuperscript{48}

\textsuperscript{44} See Choi & Gulati, Tournament, supra note 1, at 310 n.29.

\textsuperscript{45} Of the eighty-nine active status "judge years" served by Burger's colleagues, see infra app., tbl.3, sixty-nine (78%) were by Democratic appointees and only twenty (22%) were by Republican appointees. Panel composition was even more heavily Democratic given that five of the six D.C. Circuit judges who served on senior status were Democratic appointees. Thus, the odds of having an all-Republican or even majority-Republican panel were extraordinarily low.

\textsuperscript{46} In fifty-nine of seventy decisions, Burger dissented from a majority joined by either two Democrat-appointed panel members or (in nine en banc cases) a majority composed overwhelmingly of Democrat-appointed judges. In ten other decisions, the majority triggering Burger's dissent consisted of one Democrat and one Republican appointee. The one dissent that Burger authored from an all-Republican majority was in Price Broadcasters, Inc. v. FCC, 295 F.2d 166 (D.C. Cir. 1961) (Burger, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{47} Of the fifty-seven active status "judge years" served by Blackmun's colleagues, twenty-eight (49.1%) were by Republican appointees and twenty-nine (50.9%) were by Democratic appointees. See infra app., tbl.3.

\textsuperscript{48} Judge Blackmun's 210 majorities drew a total of five dissents and five concurrences from his active status Eighth Circuit colleagues. By contrast, Judge Burger's 254 majorities elicited thirty-one concurrences and fifty-eight dissents by judges on the D.C. Circuit. Four of the five dissents to Blackmun came from Democratic appointees; fifty-four
A closer look at some details regarding the eleven Blackmun dissents suggests ways in which the partisan classification scheme becomes problematic. One Republican appointee from whose majority opinions Blackmun dissented on four occasions was appointed to the federal trial bench by President Roosevelt and elevated to the appellate court by President Eisenhower after thirteen years as a Democratic appointee. There is some question as to whether this judge's partisan label should differ from that of a "pure" Republican appointee. Moreover, in at least two of his four dissents from all-Republican majority decisions, Blackmun's opinion disagrees with the "liberal" position adopted by his Republican colleagues. When Choi and Gulati place special value on a judge's autonomy in being willing to risk the displeasure of like-minded colleagues, they would seem to have in mind the judge's departure from a shared partisan-related ideology, not its reinforcement. Accordingly, Blackmun's record of dissents as evidencing political autonomy is at best ambiguous.

Turning to a less quantitative perspective, Judge Burger's propensity to express himself through dissenting opinions was viewed by the political branches as a sign of positive Supreme Court potential. At his confirmation hearing, Senators approvingly referred to and quoted from five separate Burger dissents that had addressed controversies involving matters of criminal procedure, mental health of the fifty-eight dissents to Burger were written by Democratic appointees. (Data compilations indicating the number of dissents and concurrences by individual judges to Blackmun majorities and Burger majorities are on file with the author.)

49. Judge Vogel is the judge referred to in text. He authored three majorities from which Blackmun dissented and was listed as lead judge on a per curiam majority that elicited a Blackmun dissent. Two of these four majorities were "pure" Republican and the other two were mixed majorities of a Republican and a Democrat.

50. See Bookwalter v. Phelps, 325 F.2d 186, 189-91 (8th Cir. 1963) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (dissenting from decision affirming district court judgment in estate tax case that widow's allowance qualified for marital deduction; Blackmun would have reconstrued applicable state law to take deduction away from the surviving spouse); Kroger Co. v. Doane, 280 F.2d 1, 6-7 (8th Cir. 1960) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (dissenting from decision that affirmed jury verdict favoring plaintiff in diversity action for negligence; Blackmun contended it was reversible error not to submit defendant's jury instruction on contributory negligence). The two other cases in which Blackmun dissented from majorities joined by two Republican appointees are more difficult to categorize on a liberal-conservative spectrum. See Wm. F. Crome & Co. v. Vendo Co., 299 F.2d 852, 852-53 (8th Cir. 1962) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (dissenting from decision affirming district court judgment of patent infringement; Blackmun viewed evidence of inventiveness as inadequate to warrant patent protection); United States v. Wiley's Cove Ranch, 295 F.2d 436, 446-52 (8th Cir. 1961) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (dissenting from decision affirming district court holding that payments for livestock feed under Emergency Feed Program were properly certified by a county committee of Farmers' Home Administration; Blackmun would have allowed for more searching review by Department of Agriculture of circumstances surrounding county committee's certification).
Taking their cue from President Nixon's stated intention to appoint "strict constructionists" to the Supreme Court, several Senators praised Burger for dissents that suggested to them a willingness to help rein in Warren Court activism in areas of criminal law and separation of powers.

Given the strongly Democratic complexion of the appellate court on which Burger served, the fact that his disagreements were almost always with Democratic appointees, while virtually inevitable, may well not satisfy the Choi and Gulati autonomy measure for judges taking an unbiased approach to individual cases. Still, the frequency and clangor of these disagreements do suggest that Burger had the courage of his convictions in a largely hostile doctrinal environment, as well as a determination to exert extra effort to voice those convictions—traits that register as positives on the Choi and Gulati scale.

This abbreviated comparison between two appellate judges is hardly meant to be definitive. I have not evaluated Judges Burger or Blackmun in the more detailed context of how appellate judges from all circuits conducted themselves individually during the same time.
period. Overall, though, Judge Burger emerges as a candidate of somewhat greater potential under the Choi and Gulati approach. Burger’s productivity in publishing majority opinions exceeded Blackmun’s. His majority opinions were cited by other circuits at the same rate as Blackmun’s. It is true that Blackmun’s citation numbers are high for his Circuit, but Burger’s favorable average compared to his nationally respected circuit court peers stands out even more. Further, Burger’s persistent authorship of dissents and concurrences would more clearly establish his capacity for independence under the Choi and Gulati framework.

B. The Supreme Court Performance of Justices Burger and Blackmun

In considering the Supreme Court careers of these two long-serving Justices, I focus on one aspect of each man’s record, an aspect that suggests how difficult it is to predict future Supreme Court behavior based on the Choi and Gulati appellate court performance criteria. For Burger, the independence factor turns out to be normatively troubling. Judge Burger’s appellate court record of authoring numerous dissents and concurrences appears in retrospect to have signaled an aloofness from colleagues and a lack of consensus-building capability amply demonstrated during his tenure as Chief Justice. For Blackmun, the fact that he changed substantially in doctrinal and ideological terms while a member of the Supreme Court is closely linked to the recognition he has received as a Justice. Blackmun’s evolution, however, seems wholly unrelated to his measurable outputs as a member of the Eighth Circuit.

1. Justice Burger and Separate Opinions

I have noted Judge Burger’s propensity for publishing dissents and concurrences while serving on the D.C. Circuit; in addition to exceeding the “independent” expression of almost all his circuit colleagues, his record of dissents attracted the approving attention of the executive and legislative branches. With hindsight, however,

56. I do not compare the two Justices’ Supreme Court records based on the Choi and Gulati performance factors. While it would be possible to do so, such comparisons inevitably would raise additional questions. For instance, Burger published more majority opinions than Blackmun during the sixteen Terms they served together (243 to 219). See Table I(A) at the back of issue one (the annual Supreme Court review issue) of the Harvard Law Review, volumes 85 through 100. One could debate whether increases in individual productivity are more of a virtue on appellate courts that frequently confront caseload backlogs than on a Supreme Court that necessarily clears its calendar every year. Even assuming, however, that the modest differential between the two Justices (15.2 versus 13.7 per Term) constitutes a “productivity advantage” for Burger, the advantage may well be due to reasons unrelated to merit, such as Burger’s control over opinion assignments and the increasingly strained professional and personal relations between the two men.
Judge Burger's inclination to write separate opinions seems more reflective of a standoffish and at times insensitive judicial style than of the unbiased deliberative approach anticipated under the Choi and Gulati framework. From a doctrinal standpoint, Burger remained reasonably consistent in his wary stance toward the rights of criminal defendants, but his record is more fitful or uneven in certain other areas of the law. More broadly, the Burger Court has been criticized for a legacy of "rootless activism" and the absence of an identifiable agenda or set of values. It may be unfair to expect that any Chief Justice could have imposed a coherent philosophy or direction on the Court during such a divisive period of intellectual and political ferment in the larger society. Nonetheless, Burger's "independent" judicial approach and style were not conducive to promoting collegiality or building consensus.

By viewing a greater volume of separate appellate court opinions as a fundamentally positive indicator, Choi and Gulati expect that a judge's willingness to express her views independently will enhance the objectivity of judicial decisionmaking. Although this judicial willingness may reflect a neutral sensibility and intellectual fortitude that can improve the quality of the deliberative enterprise, a judicial appetite for independent expression may additionally or alternatively promote disharmony and lack of cohesion on an appellate court. The prospects for divisiveness may increase if the judge's insistence on the importance of separate expression is carried over to his new role as Chief Justice on the Supreme Court—where the controversies are closer, the stakes are higher, and judges participate continuously with the same colleagues in the dynamic of shared decisionmaking.

Burger himself seems not to have anticipated the magnitude of his transition to the Supreme Court. As he told the Senate Judiciary Committee, "I would conceive my judicial duties to be essentially the same, basically the same as they have been as a member of the U.S. court of appeals—deciding cases." Consistent with that vision, Bur-

60. See Alschuler, supra note 58, at 1454; Nichol, supra note 59, at 323-24.
61. See Choi & Gulati, Empirical Ranking, supra note 1, at 62.
ger as Chief Justice continued to voice his independence from his judicial colleagues. He wrote far more dissents as a percentage of his majorities than any Chief Justice in the modern era and similarly authored substantially more concurrences per majority than other Chief Justices over the past eighty years. This appetite for writing separately contributed to Burger's reputation as a less than successful leader of the Court; it is of a piece with descriptions of imperious or tactless approaches toward his colleagues that impeded the crafting of consensus on a range of complex and hotly contested issues.

At the appellate court level, judges are often critical of any pronounced tendency to write separate opinions. They fear the erosion of institutional integrity that may result from a regular insistence on voicing one's own doctrinal positions when compromise or acquiescence would yield unanimity. They also worry that a judicial inclination to write separately may reflect a somewhat arrogant unwillingness to deliberate and genuinely consider alternative views, an unwillingness that in turn leads to poorer work products. On the other hand, judges who regularly publish separate opinions are not all regarded with disfavor. There are Justices whose record of authoring separate opinions is praised as a mark of commitment to unbiased principles or to a consistent vision of the law.

63. See Zane, supra note 58, at 977-78, 1006-07 (reporting on number of opinions authored by Chief Justices since 1921 Term). As a result of his persistent inclination to issue large numbers of dissents and concurrences, Burger authored more separate opinions—dissents plus concurrences—than majorities in his seventeen years as Chief Justice, a record not remotely approached by the six other Chief Justices. Id. at 1006 tbl.I. Zane’s data include opinions written accompanying orders of the Court, such as those denying certiorari or relating to Supreme Court applications. Id. at 1006 n.213. With respect to opinions filed in cases briefed and argued before the Court, Justice Burger’s concurrences and dissents together are nearly half (47.2%) his total output. See Table I(A) of Harvard Law Review’s annual Supreme Court review issue, volumes 84 through 100.

64. Matthew Brelis, Court Improvements, Not Ideology, Called Main Legacy, BOSTON GLOBE, June 26, 1995, at 1 (reporting on perceptions of Burger’s "pompous, almost regal attitude" that made it hard for him to build consensus); see also Mark Tushnet, Why the Supreme Court Overruled National League of Cities, 47 VAND. L. REV. 1623, 1630 (1994) (discussing Burger’s clumsy collegial style).


68. See, e.g., Akhil Reed Amar, Hugo Black and the Hall of Fame, 53 ALA. L. REV. 1221, 1232-34, 1241 (2002) (discussing Justice Black’s critical role in leading Court’s movement over two decades to incorporate Bill of Rights into Fourteenth Amendment);
Whether an appellate judge's insistence on independent expression signifies a future Justice unusually free of ideological predispositions or uncommonly insensitive to the needs of a collegial institution is a question worth asking. With hindsight, one can point to reservations expressed at the time of Justice Burger's nomination, indicating that his independent-mindedness might well adversely affect his ability to lead the Court. The nature of those doubts suggests that at bottom, the relationship between separate opinion writing and laudable or lamentable qualities of judging is a contingent one. Insights into that relationship are more likely to be found by examining the judge's individual biography, his personality and temperament, and the perception of his intellectual integrity among his peers than by measuring his past performance on an objective scale of production.

2. Justice Blackmun and Evolution on the High Court

While Blackmun's appellate court record scores less well than Burger's under the Choi and Gulati approach, the two men were viewed similarly in the course of the Supreme Court appointments process. During his confirmation hearing, Blackmun was characterized by Senators from across the political spectrum as a judge whose written opinions reflected a philosophy of judicial restraint and a clear respect for precedent. There are modest indications in Blackmun's Eighth Circuit opinions and Senate testimony that he might behave on the Supreme Court in a manner less constrained than his

---


69. See, e.g., Duscha, supra note 53, at 30, 148 (reporting criticism from Burger's ex-law partner (who had since become a state supreme court justice) that Burger's stubbornness and tenacious adherence to his convictions helped make him an excellent lawyer but have been liabilities for him as an appellate judge); Sidney E. Zion, Nixon's Nominee for the Post of Chief Justice: Warren Earl Burger, N.Y. Times, May 22, 1969, at 36 (reporting the "well known [view] in the legal community that [Burger's] professional differences with a majority of his [D.C. Circuit] colleagues have often been so harsh as to create a mutual disrespect," and that some of his colleagues regarded him as "unsuited by talent and temperament to lead the High Court").

70. See Lee Epstein et al., The Role of Qualifications in the Confirmation of Nominees to the U.S. Supreme Court, 32 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 1145, 1160, 1162 (2005) (reporting that Burger and Blackmun had identical "perceived ideology" scores during appointments process and that their "perceived qualifications" were very similar, with Blackmun's score marginally higher).

71. Nomination of Harry A. Blackmun, of Minnesota, to Be Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 91st Cong. 2 (1970) [hereinafter Blackmun Hearing] (statement of Sen. Mondale); id. at 34 (remarks of Sen. Ervin); id. at 55 (remarks of Sen. H. Byrd); see also id. at 3 (statement of Sen. Mondale, referring to an editorial in the Rochester (Minn.) Post-Bulletin describing Blackmun as a "strict constructionist' of the Constitution . . . [and] a man of moderate, commonsense views").
reputation suggested, but the general view at the time was that Blackmun would make few waves on the Court and would follow the lead of his long-time friend Warren Burger.

Of course, Justice Blackmun's Supreme Court career departed dramatically from these expectations. Looking beyond his signature contributions in the areas of abortion and commercial speech, Justice Blackmun began by voting with Chief Justice Burger in nearly nine of ten decisions, but by the time Burger retired in 1986, the two were aligned only about one-half the time. Conversely, Justice Blackmun voted with Justices Brennan and Marshall in about 50% of all decisions during his first several years on the Court; by 1986, he was voting with each of them more than 80% of the time.

This shift toward more liberal voting patterns—which continued over his full twenty-four-Term tenure—reflects Blackmun's changing views on a range of regularly contested issues. During his years on the Court, Blackmun became more willing to construe the Constitution in ways that were aligned with the views of Justices Brennan and Marshall. This shift was evident in his voting behavior, which increasingly reflected a more liberal perspective than his initial tendencies.

72. See, e.g., Jackson v. Bishop, 404 F.2d 571 (8th Cir. 1968) (holding that certain conditions in Tennessee prisons violated constitutional rights); Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 379 F.2d 33 (8th Cir. 1967) (expressing reservations about precedent that dictated appellate court's decision in civil rights setting), rev'd, 392 U.S. 409 (1968) (abandoning the precedent criticized by Blackmun); Blackmun Hearing, supra note 71, at 37 (expressing belief that his appellate court record "show[s] . . . in the treatment of little people, what I hope is a sensitivity to their problems"); id. at 43-44 (reflecting his position that man is a social being and law is in part social, and that precedent is where one starts but times and judicial attitudes do change).

73. See Blackmun Hearing, supra note 71, at 10 (letter from ABA Standing Committee on Federal Judiciary, noting comments from one set of law review editors that Blackmun might be "too subservient to precedent"); Rosenbaum, supra note 4 ("The striking feature about Mr. Blackmun, according to lawyers who have studied his decisions, is his similarity to Mr. Burger as judge.").


76. Data on voting patterns were compiled based on Table I(B) of Harvard Law Review's annual Supreme Court review issue, volumes 85 through 100. The decline in level of agreement between Burger and Blackmun was steady rather than sudden; it fell from 89.9% in the 1970 Term to 69.6% in the 1978 Term and 50% in the 1985 Term.

77. This data also compiled based on Table I(B) of Harvard Law Review's annual Supreme Court Review issue. Again, the increased association in voting behavior was more gradual than sudden. Blackmun's alignment with Brennan went from 48.7% in the 1970 Term to 58.8% in the 1978 Term and 80.3% in the 1985 Term. His alignment with Marshall increased from 51.7% in the 1970 Term to 69.9% in the 1978 Term and 82.1% in the 1985 Term.

78. The shift did not include the rights of criminal defendants under the Fourth Amendment; Blackmun basically remained the "law and order" appointee that President Nixon had wanted. See Stephen L. Wasby, Justice Blackmun and Criminal Justice: A Modest Overview, 28 AKRON L. REV. 125, 142-45, 150-51 (1994) (discussing how Blackmun supported law enforcement officers' search efforts in a number of discrete areas).
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tion broadly in order to protect individual civil liberties.\textsuperscript{79} He exhibited greater sympathy for persons living in conditions of economic hardship and emphasized the consequent importance of assuring access to legal channels for those less well-off.\textsuperscript{80} Blackmun notably modified his doctrinal positions with respect to the Court's role in policing the lines between state and federal sovereignty,\textsuperscript{81} in deferring to the state to safeguard the interests of children,\textsuperscript{82} and in overseeing the implementation of capital punishment.\textsuperscript{83} There has been no shortage of informed speculation regarding why Justice Blackmun's performance differed so sharply from what was predicted for him. In terms of an evolution in judicial philosophy, scholars and commentators have referred to Blackmun's heightened sensitivity to the plight of "outsiders" in our society, especially their need for and entitlement to safeguards within the legal culture.\textsuperscript{84} These observers have identified a concomitant erosion of Blackmun's faith in government, particularly his belief in government's ability and willingness to fulfill various protective functions for individuals and groups who are vulnerable or at risk.\textsuperscript{85} Blackmun's philosophy did not simply emerge full-blown once he joined the Court, but the

\textsuperscript{79} Compare Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 27-28 (1971) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (arguing that wearing a jacket that bore the words "Fuck the Draft" was an "absurd and immature antic" that was "mainly conduct and little speech"), with Bowers v. Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186, 208, 214 (1986) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (contending that Court's decision to allow prosecution for consensual homosexual activity in one's own home betrayed privacy values deeply rooted in our constitutional traditions).

\textsuperscript{80} Compare Wyman v. James, 400 U.S. 309, 321-22 (1971) (rejecting as impertinent welfare recipient's Fourth Amendment claim against a welfare-monitoring program), and United States v. Kras, 409 U.S. 434, 449 (1973) (rejecting indigent's request to waive bankruptcy filing fee of fifty dollars and emphasizing that recommended installment payments would be "less than the price of a movie and little more than the cost of a pack or two of cigarettes"), with Beal v. Doe, 432 U.S. 438, 462-63 (1977) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (criticizing decision to uphold a congressional ban on use of Medicaid funds for nontherapeutic abortions as "condescend[ing]" and "punitive" toward indigent and financially helpless women), and Lassiter v. Dep't of Soc. Servs., 452 U.S. 18, 46-47 (1981) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (criticizing decision denying right to counsel for indigent woman facing proceeding to terminate her parental rights).


\textsuperscript{83} Compare Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 408-10 (1972) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (agreeing that capital punishment as applied was not unconstitutional), with Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390, 430-32 (1993) (Blackmun, J., dissenting) (urging abandonment of death penalty as unconstitutionally arbitrary).


\textsuperscript{85} See Wasby, supra note 9, at 198; Note, supra note 84, at 722-25.
fact that it was rooted to some extent in various pre-Supreme Court experiences\textsuperscript{86} hardly explains what brought it to fruition.

One factor that seems to have contributed in important respects to the development of Justice Blackmun's jurisprudence is simply his exposure to the crucible of Supreme Court service. Blackmun seemed continuously affected by the "awesome realization"\textsuperscript{87} of the Supreme Court's final power to affect the lives of individuals and the relationships among institutions of government. That realization could have reinforced a faith in tradition or a deference to precedent that frequently accompanies appellate court service. Instead, it seemed to liberate Blackmun, making him more open to the Court's role in addressing unforeseen problems and proposing new solutions.\textsuperscript{88}

In addition to his keen attention to the magnitude and novelty of the Court's agenda, Blackmun may have been affected at a more personal level by a deterioration in his relationship with the Chief Justice. Looking back after a dozen years on the Court, Blackmun expressed frustration at the early public image of him as functioning under Burger's control or influence.\textsuperscript{89} Further, Burger's pattern of assigning majority opinions, apparently giving Blackmun an unusually small number of majorities in close or important cases and more than his share of the less glamorous Indian and tax decisions, may have played a role in the growing alienation between the two Justices.\textsuperscript{90}

In assessing Blackmun's development as a Justice, Professor Pamela Karlan referred to his intense awareness of the "profoundly lonely business" of judging,\textsuperscript{91} suggesting that for a sensitive person

\textsuperscript{86} See supra note 72 and accompanying text; see also Blackmun Hearing, supra note 71, at 38-39 (displaying sensitivity to alienation of youth in modern society, referring to what he had learned from his own experience with his daughters); Note, supra note 84, at 723 (discussing Blackmun's reliance on medical knowledge and historical context, gleaned in large part from experience as counsel to the Mayo Clinic, to deepen his understanding of the abortion issue while drafting Roe v. Wade).

\textsuperscript{87} Blackmun Hearings, supra note 71, at 43.

\textsuperscript{88} See Philippa Strum, Change and Continuity on the Supreme Court: Conversations with Justice Harry A. Blackmun, 34 U. RICH. L. REV. 285, 300 (2000); Note, supra note 84, at 734-36; cf. Blackmun Hearing, supra note 71, at 43 (responding to a question about the binding aspects of Court precedent by stating, "Judges, even Justices of the Supreme Court, are humans and I suppose attitudes change as we go along. . . . As times have changed, Justices have changed. People take a second look.").


\textsuperscript{90} See Wasby, supra note 9, at 185, 196-97 (discussing a 1986 political science study showing that Blackmun ranked next to bottom in number of important cases he had been assigned and noting Burger's penchant for giving Blackmun an unusually high number of unanimous or wide margin cases to write).

\textsuperscript{91} Karlan, supra note 10, at 185 (referring to Blackmun's own statements on loneliness); see also Jenkins, supra note 89, at 61 (quoting Blackmun's reference to Supreme Court service as "distinctly lonely").
such as Blackmun, this loneliness may have "deepen[ed] the reservoirs of empathy."92 Observers also have pointed to Blackmun's openness to change as a sign of maturity and a commitment to continued reflection,93 to his deep concern for fairness in judicial decisions, especially as it affected the proverbial "little guy",94 and to his receptivity to modes of understanding complex human events that transcended legal knowledge or analysis.95

Certain judicial attitudes associated with Justice Blackmun's career are not without their detractors. A penchant for self-doubt and openness to change are viewed at times as hallmarks of timidity if not inconsistency.96 Blackmun's emotionally descriptive attentiveness to the plight of society's outsiders has been dismissed as overly sentimental and lacking rigor.97 Despite such critiques, Blackmun is held in high regard by a range of legal and political pundits, based on his capacity for growth while on the Court, his ability to blend careful craftsmanship with a strong sense of compassion, and his abiding awareness of how the law affects the circumstances and conditions of ordinary people.98

92. Karlan, supra note 10, at 185.
96. See Garcia v. San Antonio Metro. Transit Auth., 469 U.S. 528, 557-59 (1985) (Powell, J., dissenting) (critical of Blackmun's pivotal role in "precipitate overruling of multiple precedents" as undermining respect for Court's authority); Jenkins, supra note 89, at 57 (discussing criticisms of Blackmun's focus on resolving discrete disputes while failing to propound consistent theories of law). See generally Idleman, supra note 65, at 1392-93; Suzanna Sherry, Judges of Character, 38 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 793, 804 (2003). The tendency to evolve while a member of the Court may also be criticized as frustrating the legitimate role played by the politically accountable branches in selecting an ideologically suitable candidate. For discussion of the interaction between law and politics in the selection of Justices and in Supreme Court decisionmaking, see infra Part II.A.

Many of these observations were offered in the context of Justice Blackmun's retirement from the Court or his death, moments when one would expect a laudatory tone. Yet there is a distinct contrast between what has been said about Blackmun and Burger on such occasions. Tributes to Justice Burger are notably less effusive; they tend to focus less on his defining doctrinal contributions or his judicial philosophy and more on his contributions to the administration of justice or his general respect for our history and traditions. See, e.g.,
From a historical standpoint, it is probably too early for a thorough evaluation of Justice Blackmun's contributions. Some key qualities that make him a distinguished Justice to his supporters—empathy for the litigants before him, an abiding interest in fairness, and a receptivity to extralegal modes of analysis—are doubtless viewed as shortcomings by his critics. Whether one is an acolyte or a dissenter, however, the qualities that have tended to focus debate about Blackmun's "merit" as a Justice are hardly reflected in his appellate court citation count or his pattern of dissents as a member of the Eighth Circuit. The Choi and Gulati approach is simply not relevant to this debate.

Justice Blackmun's metamorphosis while a member of the Court may be more the exception than the rule. Still, the surprising nature of his arc on the Supreme Court is far from unique. Although some Justices have turned out more liberal or attentive to questions of redistribution than their pre-Court record would have led one to expect, there are others whose careers on the Court were distinctly more conservative or protective of the status quo than was anticipated at the time of their appointment.

Yet, insofar as predicting the future performance of Supreme Court candidates can be a hazardous business, reliance on quantitative indicia of appellate court outputs is unlikely to clarify the crystal ball. This is due in part to the very different nature of the dockets confronted by appellate judges and Supreme Court Justices. The Supreme Court's discretionary caseload is determined by how shifting coalitions of interested colleagues react to emerging developments in constitutional advocacy and legislative policy, developments that over the long term are largely unforeseeable. For example, Justice


99. See Terri Jennings Peretti, In Defense of a Political Court 113 (1999) (contending, based on a consensus among scholars, that Presidents have enjoyed a seventy-five percent success rate in predicting the future ideological course pursued by their Supreme Court appointees); id. at 119-21 (arguing that for most Justices who depart from ideological expectations, the departure may be attributed to a lack of relevant interest or attentiveness by the appointing President, and that Blackmun's evolution while a member of the Court was unusual even among the twenty-five percent classified as surprises). But cf. Henry J. Abraham, Justices, Presidents, and Senators: A History of the U.S. Supreme Court Appointments from Washington to Clinton 50-52 (rev. ed. 1999) (quoting several eminent Court scholars and former Presidents emphasizing the President's limited ability to predict the performance of Supreme Court nominees).

Blackmun's role in shaping the Court's positions on abortion and commercial speech—and the impact that role had on his overall performance as a Justice\(^{101}\)—could hardly have been anticipated based on his Eighth Circuit record addressing a mandatory caseload largely characterized by more mundane matters of statutory interpretation.

In addition, the impact of precedent is diminished, and the importance of collegial interaction increased, on a court of last resort in which nine individuals decide every case en banc. Given the role played by personal dynamics in this unusually intense repeat-player setting, a Justice's lifespan on the Court becomes a further major, unpredictable factor. Blackmun's career would surely look different if he had left the Court after ten years instead of twenty-four, if the Eisenhower appointee who retired in 1981 had been Brennan rather than Stewart, or if the replacements for Burger, Powell, and Marshall had been appointed by a Democratic President.\(^{102}\)

In the end, Supreme Court performance depends heavily on factors that are qualitative and personal. These factors include individual character and sensibilities, biographical experiences within and outside the law, the particulars of interaction with a subtly changing set of colleagues, the impact of a fluid and highly controversial docket, and length of tenure on the Court. The heavily subjective focus does not mean that predictions about performance will not continue to be a familiar aspect of the Supreme Court appointments process. As discussed in Part II, however, such predictions should be based on factors other than quantifiable production as an appellate judge. The Choi and Gulati approach would give Burger high marks for a performance criterion that turned out to represent one of his serious shortcomings as a Supreme Court Justice. Further, the Choi and Gulati focus on appellate court outputs fails altogether to account for the qualities that principally defined Blackmun's Supreme Court tenure.

II. POLITICS AND NONQUANTITATIVE FACTORS

A. The Legitimate and Appropriate Role of Politics

A driving force behind the Choi and Gulati proposal to measure and rank judicial performance is the authors' belief that "politics is primarily to blame" for our "abyssal" system of selecting Supreme


Court Justices.\textsuperscript{103} Acknowledging that the political branches must continue to play a formal role in the nomination and confirmation process, Choi and Gulati maintain that their tournament will at least require politicians to address merit-based considerations in more objective and transparent terms.\textsuperscript{104} Ultimately, though, the authors seek to supplant the existing politically-based system; they contend that their market-based approach is normatively preferable to the opaqueness and subjectivity that are endemic to the political model.\textsuperscript{105}

This effort to minimize if not eliminate the role of partisan and ideological considerations is in my view misguided. Initially, the Constitution in its design anticipates that politics will play an important part in the judicial selection process. One indicator of the extent of presidential and senatorial control is the Constitution's silence regarding any minimum qualifications for the federal judiciary. Although minimum requirements are specified for the office of President and for members of Congress,\textsuperscript{106} the Framers entrusted the executive and legislative branches with complete discretion to determine judicial qualifications through their decisions regarding which individuals would be nominated and confirmed.\textsuperscript{107} From a historical standpoint, several factors may help explain the absence of objective criteria or threshold requirements for service on the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{108} Whatever the explanation in original terms, there is an ongoing constitutional contemplation that the partisan preferences and ideological priorities of the politically accountable branches will play

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{103} Choi \& Gulati, \textit{Tournament}, supra note 1, at 301.
\item \textsuperscript{104} Choi \& Gulati, \textit{Empirical Ranking}, supra note 1, at 27, 29-30.
\item \textsuperscript{105} Id.; Choi \& Gulati, \textit{Tournament}, supra note 1, at 302-04.
\item \textsuperscript{106} \textit{See} U.S. \textit{CONST.} art. II, § 1, cl. 5 (providing that President must be at least thirty-five years of age, a natural born citizen, and a fourteen-year resident of the United States); \textit{id.} art. I, § 2, cl. 2 (providing that Representatives must be at least twenty-five years of age, citizens for seven or more years, and residents of their state); \textit{id.} art. I, § 3, cl. 3 (providing that Senators must be at least thirty years of age, citizens for nine or more years, and residents of their state). Article III of the Constitution contains no comparable requirements for federal judges. \textit{See} ABRAHAM, \textit{supra} note 99, at 35 (noting the surprising absence of any constitutional requirements to become a federal judge).
\item \textsuperscript{107} \textit{See} U.S. \textit{CONST.} art. II, § 2, cl. 2 (providing that the President has the power to appoint Supreme Court Justices "by and with the Advice and Consent of the Senate"). The recruitment and selection of federal judges through the political process contrasts with the civil service approach to judicial selection adopted in some European countries. \textit{See} PERETTI, \textit{supra} note 99, at 85.
\item \textsuperscript{108} \textit{See} John R. Vile \& Mario Perez-Reilly, \textit{The U.S. Constitution and Judicial Qualifications: A Curious Omission}, 74 \textit{JUDICATURE} 198, 200-02 (1991) (suggesting that constitutional silence may be due to the absence of contemporary standards for legal education or training, making it difficult to specify a uniform "lawyer" qualification; the absence of minimum age or educational requirements for judges serving under state constitutions of the time; and a concern that restrictive qualifications would serve to intensify fears of an aristocratic judiciary).
\end{itemize}
a role in the selection process, "serv[ing] as effective majoritarian checks on the [Supreme Court's] counter-majoritarian function."109

Such constitutional contemplation has become increasingly resonant in today's legal and public policy circumstances. Constitutional and statutory interpretation are now regularly matters of intense political controversy, and both the executive and legislative branches have come to understand the importance of investing in the judicial selection enterprise.110

It should not be surprising that the President and his agents regard Supreme Court decisionmaking as directly related to the real and perceived success of their policy agenda. During our prolonged period of divided government,111 as enactment of major legislative reforms has become a special challenge, the White House has paid more attention to court-centered strategies as a means of implementing changes in policy. Those strategies prominently include urging the Supreme Court to enforce certain legal rules expansively while arguing that the Court should act with restraint on other occasions involving related provisions of public law.112 Indeed, in managing embedded regulatory schemes that address politically contested subjects such as civil rights, workplace standards, and consumer health or safety, the executive branch has often altered its litigation approach depending on which political party is shaping the federal government's Supreme Court agenda.113 Accordingly, the President's in-

110. Arguments presented in the ensuing several paragraphs were initially developed in an earlier article. See James J. Brudney, Recalibrating Federal Judicial Independence, 64 OHIO ST. L.J. 149, 153-61 (2003).
111. Between 1968 and 2004, Congress (at least one chamber) and the Presidency were controlled by different parties seventy-five percent of the time: the exceptions were 1977-1980 plus 1993-1994 (all Democratic) and 2001 plus 2003-2004 (all Republican). Even in those exceptional times, the Senate has had between 41 and 49 members from the minority party, allowing for the reality or threat of a filibuster, except for the two year period from 1977-1978. See 2 CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY'S GUIDE TO U.S. ELECTIONS 1570 (John L. Moore et al. eds., 4th ed. 2001).
112. See Jeremy Rabkin, At the President's Side: The Role of the White House Counsel in Constitutional Policy, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., Autumn 1993, at 63, 84-86 (discussing White House influence in shaping Justice Department strategy on civil rights litigation before the Supreme Court).
terest in appointing Supreme Court Justices based on political and ideological compatibility should be viewed as part of his effort to "integrate[e] the federal judiciary into the dominant lawmaking coalition."\(^{114}\)

The Senate likewise has a considerable policy-related stake in the selection of Supreme Court Justices. Current majorities, and even filibuster-proof minorities, are strongly interested in confirming Justices who will not undermine preferred regulatory enactments or constitutional landmarks.\(^{115}\) More generally, because legislators expect courts in the future to be bound by the laws they enact in the present, they will be concerned not to endorse for a lifetime appointment any Justice perceived as unduly hostile to their current legislative agenda.\(^{116}\) A Congress worried about the potential for judicial defiance does remain free to monitor Supreme Court performance after the fact, at least with respect to high-profile regulatory statutes that legislators want to see vigorously applied.\(^{117}\) In practice, however, it tends to be both arduous and depleting for Congress to invalidate ju-

---

\(^{114}\) J. Woodford Howard, Jr., Commentary on Selecting Federal Judges, 77 KY. L.J. 619, 621 (1988-89).

\(^{115}\) See, e.g., The Nomination of Robert H. Bork to Be Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States: Hearings Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 100th Cong. 467-68 (1987) (questioning of nominee by Sen. Metzenbaum with respect to enforcement of Occupational Safety and Health Act); The Nomination of David H. Souter to Be Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States: Hearings Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 101st Cong. 64-65 (1990) (questioning of nominee by Sen. Thurmond with respect to the validity of Congress's efforts to limit number of post-trial appeals by death row inmates); id. at 53-55 (questioning of nominee by Sen. Biden with respect to foundation and scope of constitutional right to privacy).

\(^{116}\) See John Ferejohn & Barry Weingast, Limitation of Statutes: Strategic Statutory Interpretation, 80 GEO. L.J. 565, 581 (1992) (suggesting that each enacting Congress wants its laws enforced and sympathetically applied into the future, and that courts can encourage sitting legislators to act carefully and deliberatively by interpreting earlier legislative products in a sensitive fashion); McNollgast, The Political Origins of the Administrative Procedure Act, 15 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 180, 185-86 (1999) (discussing risk that courts will try to impose their own policy preferences, subtly or profoundly altering a political compromise years after its enactment).

district interpretations of a federal statute with which most legislators disagree.\(^{118}\)

There are, of course, risks that undue emphasis on political or ideological background during the selection process may undermine the Court's basic decisionmaking function. Senators and Presidents have professed their awareness of this risk when they publicly eschew the use of litmus test screening that asks candidates to make advance commitments on specific issues of constitutional or statutory interpretation.\(^{119}\) At the same time, consideration of ideological background for its general predictive value would not appear to jeopardize the principled core of judicial decisionmaking, especially when—as is often the case—the White House and the Senate focus on that background in an effort to temper perceived excesses by the other branch.\(^{120}\) Moreover, when the Senate fails to review candidly a

\(^{118}\) The difficulties stem both from the lack of time and information needed to monitor statutory interpretation decisions and from the procedural and resource constraints that inhibit legislative success. See John W. Kingdon, Agendas, Alternatives, and Public Policies 39-43, 194 (1984) (discussing limitations on members' access to sophisticated policy information and on the political capital available to each Senator or Representative); James J. Brudney, Congressional Commentary on Judicial Interpretations of Statutes: Idle Chatter or Telling Response?, 93 Mich. L. Rev. 1, 21-26 (1994) (discussing finite resources and limited windows of opportunity that restrict Congress's legislative capacity); Stefanie A. Lindquist & David A. Yalof, Congressional Responses to Federal Circuit Court Decisions, 85 Judicature 61, 63-64, 68 (2001) (reviewing 966 committee reports accompanying every bill reported out of House, Senate, or conference committee from 1990 to 1998, and finding that enacted bills responded to 65 circuit court cases (clarifying, codifying, or overriding) and that reports referred to a total of 187 specific circuit court cases out of more than 200,000 decisions in that nine year period).

\(^{119}\) See, e.g., Judicial Nominations 2001: Should Ideology Matter?: Hearing Before the S. Subcomm. on Admin. Oversight and the Courts of the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 107th Cong. 30 (2001) (statement of Sen. Hatch, contending that "the Senate's responsibility to provide advice and consent [should] not include an ideological litmus test, because a nominee's personal opinions are largely irrelevant so long as the nominee can set those opinions aside and follow the law fairly and impartially as a judge"); Nat Hentoff, To Get a Supreme Court Seat, Wash. Post, Aug. 14, 1999, at A17 (reporting then-presidential candidate George W. Bush's statement that he would not require an ideological litmus test for the Supreme Court). But cf. id. (reporting then-presidential candidate Bill Clinton's 1992 statement to Bill Moyers that he would want his first Supreme Court appointee to be a strong supporter of Roe v. Wade, although it made him uncomfortable to be taking such a litmus test position).

\(^{120}\) See David L. Greene, 'Big Fight' Brewing on Judicial Nominee; Md. Senators Try to Block Bush Pick from Virginia, Balt. Sun, Oct. 31, 2003, at A1 (reporting President Bush's criticism of Senate Judiciary Committee Democrats as "playing politics with American justice" by blocking floor votes on his judicial nominees); Robin Toner & Neil A. Lewis, Lobbying Starts as Groups Foresee Vacancy on Court, N.Y. Times, June 8, 2003, at A1 (reporting Democratic Senators and liberal interest groups as concerned about possibility that President Bush will nominate an extreme right-wing ideologue to the Supreme Court). See generally Jon O. Newman, Federal Judicial Selection, 86 Judicature 10, 12 (2002) (discussing role of Senate in steering President's judicial appointments toward the middle); Stephen B. Burbank, Politics, Privilege & Power: The Senate's Role in the Appointment of Federal Judges, 86 Judicature 24, 26 (2002) (discussing how Presidents' more distinct policy agenda in selecting judicial nominees has triggered increased attention by Senators to those nominees).
nominee's ideology or judicial philosophy, it tends instead to pursue alternative strategies that may be disingenuous if not unseemly. 121

None of this is meant to suggest that political factors should be the primary qualification for ascending to the Supreme Court. There is an expectation that candidates should be exceptionally accomplished in terms of their professional abilities, temperament, and integrity. The American Bar Association has evaluated Supreme Court candidates on such merit-based grounds since the Eisenhower Administration; until recently, both Congress and the executive branch have utilized those evaluations. 122

In addition, a focus on competence and integrity as essential elements in the appointments process is eminently reasonable from the President's standpoint. As a regular repeat player in Supreme Court litigation, the executive branch should prefer Justices who are likely to apply language, precedent, and logical reasoning in largely rigorous fashion when deciding cases. The White House also may see some political value in appointing a "higher quality" Justice who is well received by the organized bar and the informed media, and may perceive a corresponding political cost in installing mediocre or disreputable individuals on the Court. 123

---

121. These strategies have often included review of a nominee's past non-ideological indiscretions or his asserted ethical misconduct in the private sphere. See, e.g., Adell Crowe, People Watch, USA TODAY, Sept. 29, 1987, at 4A (describing how a local Washington, D.C., paper obtained a list of videos rented by Supreme Court nominee Robert Bork's wife to investigate whether Bork might have watched X-rated films); Steven V. Roberts, Ginsburg Withdraws Name as Supreme Court Nominee, Citing Marijuana 'Clamor,' N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 8, 1987, at A1 (describing how reports of Douglas Ginsburg's marijuana smoking while a Harvard law professor led to his withdrawing as Supreme Court nominee); ROGER K. NEWMAN, HUGO BLACK: A BIOGRAPHY 239, 247-63 (2d ed. 1997) (discussing concerns fueled if not inspired by conservative anti-New Deal media and interest groups to reveal Senator Black's earlier membership in the Ku Klux Klan as a means of defeating his Supreme Court appointment).


123. See SHELDON GOLDMAN, PICKING FEDERAL JUDGES: LOWER COURT SELECTION FROM ROOSEVELT THROUGH REAGAN 4 note c (1997) (discussing why it is both good presidential policy and good politics to recruit and nominate highly qualified judges). The unsuccessful effort by certain Senators to make a virtue out of mediocrity with respect to a Supreme Court nominee illustrates the outlier nature of such anti-merit sentiments. See ABRAHAM, supra note 99, at 11 (recounting comments by Senator Hruska, floor manager for the Carswell nomination, that "[i]f even if he is mediocre there are a lot of mediocre
There will be an ample number of suitably accomplished individuals available for each open seat on the Supreme Court, even assuming a limited pool of well qualified candidates. In this setting, considerations of "merit" are a necessary and important element of the appointment process, but they cannot fully define that process. This is because, while the Supreme Court is expected to act in a principled and intellectually coherent manner when resolving disputes of law, it has long been understood that the Court's legal propositions are replete with judgments and choices that have significant policy consequences. In appellate controversies involving two thoroughly briefed positions, norms of legal craftsmanship constrain the judges' policymaking discretion. At the same time, these norms can often be met regardless of which side prevails; indeed, a Justice who wants to see his policy preferences implemented will presumably make every effort to provide a coherent, well-reasoned, and carefully crafted legal opinion.

Choi and Gulati's tournament attaches little or no value to the inevitable interplay of law and policy in Supreme Court decisionmaking. By contrast, the real world sees considerable value in this interplay, as evidenced by the intense recognition it receives during the appointments process. The President and the Senate regularly seek to shade the future judicial philosophy of the Supreme Court toward their own broadly conceived policy preferences. The fact that their reliance on political and ideological considerations is susceptible to occasional misuse does not impeach the legitimacy of such reliance, judges and people and lawyers. They are entitled to a little representation, aren't they, and a little chance? We can't have all Brandeises, Cardozos, and Frankfurters, and stuff like that there" (internal quotation marks omitted)). But cf. JOHN W. DEAN, THE REHNQUIST CHOICE: THE UNTOLD STORY OF THE NIXON APPOINTMENT THAT REDEFINED THE SUPREME COURT 125-26, 133-42, 187 (2001) (discussing President Nixon's willingness to consider mediocre or even outrageous candidates for the Supreme Court in 1971, at least partly as a form of payback for the Senate's previous rejection of his nominees).

124. For reasons discussed in Part I, supra, it is far from clear that Choi and Gulati's measurable performance factors based on appellate court outputs are preferable to the current, less quantitative approach as a way of evaluating the professional talents and temperament of prospective Supreme Court candidates.

125. See, e.g., CHARLES L. BLACK, JR., THE PEOPLE AND THE COURT: JUDICIAL REVIEW IN A DEMOCRACY 173-74 (1960) (discussing widespread recognition that constitutional law consists of both "a great deal of sheer legal technicality" and profoundly value-laden judgments regarding public policy; because these questions of law and policy overlap and are inseparable, "[l]egal acumen [is] not a sufficient condition . . . for dealing competently with questions of constitutional law"); KARL N. LLEWELLYN, THE COMMON LAW TRADITION: DECIDING APPEALS 374 (1960) (discussing the importance of reading a statute in light of some assumed purpose known to the legislature and observing that as a statute ages, an appellate court must apply it to circumstances uncontemplated at the time of enactment, in effect extrapolating from the initial purpose to make new policy).

126. See PERETTI, supra note 99, at 82, 159 (arguing that when Justices vote in accordance with their political preferences, a well-crafted and intellectually rigorous decision is less likely to activate the political sanctions that are occasionally used or threatened against the Court).
provided it is combined with a threshold concern for sufficiently meritorious candidates. Thus, for both principled and practical reasons, the two branches constitutionally charged with recruiting and selecting members of the Court will continue to search for an appropriate composite of law-related expertise and policy-related wisdom.

B. Collegiality and Career Diversity

In focusing on performance criteria that lend themselves to quantitative and comparative measurement, Choi and Gulati omit consideration of other, more "qualitative" factors that make critical contributions to the appellate decisionmaking process. I will touch briefly on two important aspects of individual judicial performance that are not easily analyzed at the empirical level—collegiality and career diversity.

1. Collegiality

Judges and judicial scholars have identified various ways in which collegiality provides shape and direction to group decisionmaking on an appellate court. As a process matter, collegial interaction tends to sharpen and deepen a court's reasoning. Judges in conference who carefully engage and evaluate the arguments and explanations offered by their colleagues are likely to create a better informed and intellectually more rigorous final product even if no one's vote is changed during deliberations. In addition, an individual appellate

127. To be sure, invocation of these policy-related considerations does not always produce the expected results, as aptly illustrated by the Burger and Blackmun stories. Despite their pre-Court similarity in political and ideological background, they turned out to differ markedly as Justices on a range of policy and value-laden controversies that came before the Court. Such surprises, however, will not deter the President and the Senate from efforts to identify individuals who combine an acceptably high level of legal craftsmanship with a suitably worthwhile set of policy preferences. See generally PERETTI, supra note 99, at 80-86, 130-32.

judge whose personal style helps foster a background norm of cordial, courteous relations may well play a more important role on contentious issues for which he has managed to facilitate continuing conversation.\textsuperscript{129}

Collegiality affects decisionmaking at a substantive level as well, again operating in at least two distinct ways. By encouraging judges to modify their personal predilections and soften their traditional advocacy-oriented approach, the “filter” of collegiality can enhance prospects for a consensus that “mitigates judges’ ideological preferences.”\textsuperscript{130} In this respect, collegiality functions to constrain the influence of a judge’s personal vision or outlook. At the same time, collegiality can also produce consequences that are more ideologically directional. Judges whose reasoning skills and doctrinal vision are augmented by an ability to cultivate warm personal relationships with colleagues may be especially successful in forging alliances that, over time, determine a series of outcomes giving shape to an entire area of law.\textsuperscript{131}

Although an integral part of the appellate decisionmaking process, collegiality is not readily measurable in the output-dependent terms relied upon by Choi and Gulati. Judge Harry Edwards has suggested that as a “qualitative variable... involving mostly private personal interactions,” collegiality may not be measurable at all.\textsuperscript{132} The ongoing private exchanges to which Judge Edwards refers seem likely to have an especially pervasive and subtle influence at the Supreme Court, where decisionmakers do more than simply come together from geographically dispersed locations on a periodic basis in order to resolve particular cases. The Justices effectively live together in professional terms, continuously inhabiting the same intellectual space; they have been described by one veteran Court observer as “locked into intricate webs of interdependence where the impulse to speak in a personal voice must always be balanced...”

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{129} See Gerhardt, supra note 102, at 1613-14 (discussing John C. Jeffries’ biography of Justice Lewis F. Powell and noting Jeffries’ suggestion that Powell’s “ingrained courtesy and ability to listen” may have enhanced his pivotal position in many instances even if he did not seek such a position).
\item \textsuperscript{130} Edwards, supra note 19, at 1689.
\item \textsuperscript{131} See Gerhardt, supra note 102, at 1611-12 (discussing Roger K. Newman’s biography of Justice Hugo Black and noting Newman’s contention that Black’s friendly demeanor, civility, and personal political skills enabled him to exert far greater influence on the Court than his chief rival, Justice Frankfurter, over a period of more than twenty years); Richard A. Posner, A Tribute to Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., 104 HARV. L. REV. 13, 14 (1990) (discussing how Justice Brennan’s personal qualities made him “the supremely collegial Justice” and observing that his consequent skill in constructing coalitions sustained his influence in doctrinal terms even after the Court’s balance of power had shifted away from him).
\item \textsuperscript{132} Edwards, supra note 19, at 1656. “Regression analysis does not do well in capturing the nuances of human personalities and relationships...” \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
FORESEEING GREATNESS?

against the need to act collectively in order to be effective.” It is therefore not surprising that the collegiality factor often figures prominently as part of in-depth examinations into the strengths or shortcomings of individual Supreme Court Justices.

To take just one example, the conference at which all nine Justices exchange views following oral argument affords an opportunity for wielding influence. Justice Thurgood Marshall’s colleagues have remarked on how deeply he affected their thinking during conferences, in ways that would hardly be amenable to formal measurement yet seem quite relevant when considering the “quality” of a Supreme Court Justice. Moreover, given that collegiality involves complex elements of personal chemistry, it is not clear that one’s reputation and accomplishments on an appellate court will be replicated or even approximated with an entirely new group of judicial peers. In sum, while the Choi and Gulati framework should not be expected to capture all merit-related dimensions of judging, its exclusive focus on quantifiable criteria overlooks a substantial and influential judicial attribute.

134. See Gerhardt, supra note 102, at 1610-14 (discussing how biographers of Justice Black and Justice Powell analyzed their respective subject’s collegiality and reached different conclusions).
137. See Duscha, supra note 53 (describing Judge Burger’s quiet methods of persuasion among his D.C. Circuit colleagues and suggesting that Burger had some success in building coalitions on that court).
138. Other important judicial attributes, such as integrity and temperament, may also be difficult or impossible to assess in empirical terms, but that discussion is beyond the scope of this Essay. See Ramo & Cooper, supra note 122, at 102-03 (describing qualitative elements that go into evaluating a nominee’s integrity and judicial temperament).
2. Career Diversity

An important presumption underlying the Choi and Gulati framework is that Supreme Court Justices should be selected primarily if not exclusively from the pool of sitting appellate court judges. It is true that in recent decades, federal appellate experience has become almost mandatory for appointment to the Supreme Court: seven of the last eight Justices chosen, and ten of the last thirteen, were serving on the circuit courts when nominated.\textsuperscript{139} Choi and Gulati are inclined to view this increasingly standard practice as not just inevitable but appropriate. While they would allow the pool to be expanded under certain conditions, they maintain that data chronicling appellate judges’ performance are likely to be the best predictor of future conduct on the Supreme Court, because no other apprenticeship has job responsibilities that are as closely analogous.\textsuperscript{140}

One difficulty with this presumption is that in reinforcing the current status quo, it may well sacrifice prospects for improved institutional decisionmaking by depriving the Court of more diverse career perspectives. Justice Cardozo famously referred to the value of having a “balance of eccentricities” to generate more reliable and respected legal standards.\textsuperscript{141} The value of the experiential range of those eccentricities is diminished when almost all Justices have appellate court judging as their most recent and by implication most meaningful professional exposure.

There is considerable evidence in the legal and social science literature that career diversity is significantly associated with the voting patterns of appellate judges.\textsuperscript{142} Professors Lee Epstein, Jack Knight, and Andrew Martin recently surveyed twenty-two studies that had investigated linkages between career experience and judicial outcomes, concluding that nearly seventy percent had found some sort of relationship.\textsuperscript{143} Those findings, combined with the broader literature suggesting that diversity enhances the collective

\textsuperscript{139} The only exceptions, dating back to 1967, are Justices Powell, Rehnquist, and O’Connor. Justice O’Connor was a sitting state appellate judge.

\textsuperscript{140} See Choi & Gulati, Tournament, supra note 1, at 318-20.

\textsuperscript{141} BENJAMIN N. CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 177 (1921) (“The eccentricities of judges balance one another. . . . [O]ut of the attrition of diverse minds there is beaten something which has a constancy and uniformity and average value greater than its component elements.”).

\textsuperscript{142} See Lee Epstein et al., The Norm of Prior Judicial Experience and Its Consequences for Career Diversity on the U.S. Supreme Court, 91 CAL. L. REV. 903, 961-65 (2003) (listing twenty-two studies exploring linkages between judges’ prior occupations and their decisionmaking); Brudney, supra note 110, at 169-70 (reviewing studies that have demonstrated associations between judicial voting patterns and experience as a law professor, experience as a prosecutor, and experience in elected office).

\textsuperscript{143} Epstein et al., supra note 142, at 954.
decisionmaking enterprise,\textsuperscript{144} should make us wary of too readily accepting or encouraging the value of homogeneous formative experiences for Supreme Court service.

A useful illustration is the virtually complete loss of the perspective of those Justices who had formerly held federal or state elected office. Until Chief Justice Warren's retirement in 1969, the Court for nearly fifty years included anywhere from two to five Justices who had spent substantial time serving as U.S. Senators or Representatives, state legislators, governors, or (in one instance) President.\textsuperscript{145} Of twenty-one Justices appointed between 1921 and 1953, seven had previously been elected to federal office and six to state office.\textsuperscript{146} In stark contrast, of twenty Justices appointed since 1953, none had previously held federal elected office, and only one (Justice O'Connor) had been elected to serve at the state legislative or executive level.

While there are risks to generalizing about relations between the branches of government, it seems safe to observe that Supreme Court attitudes and approaches toward Congress's lawmaking processes and Congress's final work products were more deferential from the 1940s to at least the mid 1970s than they have become in more recent times.\textsuperscript{147} Many complex factors and circumstances have doubtless contributed to these changes at the Court, and there are diver-


\textsuperscript{145} From 1945 to 1956, five of the nine Court seats were occupied by individuals who had held federal or state elected offices, including Hugo Black (ten years in U.S. Senate); Stanley Reed (four years in Kentucky legislature); Harold Burton (four years in U.S. Senate); a seat occupied consecutively by Frank Murphy (two years as Michigan Governor) and Sherman Minton (six years in U.S. Senate); and a seat occupied consecutively by Fred Vinson (fourteen years in U.S. House) and Earl Warren (ten years as California Governor). 2 DAVID G. SAVAGE, \textit{GUIDE TO THE U.S. SUPREME COURT} 975-1023 (4th ed. 2004).

\textsuperscript{146} The seven with federal elective office experience included three with Senate experience, one with House experience, two with both Senate and House experience, and one who had served as President. The six who had state elective office experience included three former governors and three former state legislators (two of whom also went on to serve in the U.S. Senate). See \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{147} See, e.g., GEOFFREY R. STONE, LOUIS M. SEIDMAN, CASS R. SUNSTEIN & MARK V. TUSHNET, \textit{CONSTITUTIONAL LAW} 185-203 (4th ed. 2001) (discussing evolution of less deferential Commerce Clause doctrine); \textit{id.} at 220-30 (discussing development of less deferential Court perspective on Congress’s power to enforce Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment); \textit{id.} at 233-55 (discussing evolution in Court’s willingness to imply Tenth Amendment limits on Congress’s powers); WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR., PHILIP P. FRICKEY & ELIZABETH GARRETT, \textit{CASES AND MATERIALS ON LEGISLATION: STATUTES AND THE CREATION OF PUBLIC POLICY} 742-58 (3d ed. 2001) (discussing current, less deferential Court perspective on the probative value of legislative history or “legislative intent” in understanding statutory meaning).
gent normative views as to the value of such changes. One might reasonably wonder, though, whether the Court's dramatically decreased personal familiarity with how Congress or legislators generally operate has played a role in the doctrinal shift, as well as whether a Court dominated by former federal appellate judges is not perhaps affecting the tenor and direction of decisions in other ways.

Choi and Gulati are aware of the diversity problem; they have forthrightly offered to accommodate alternative career paths based on development of suitable measurement techniques. Yet, a focus on quantifiable performance criteria is likely to miss the larger and subtler ways in which appellate judges are influenced by the distinctive professional perspectives of their colleagues. One can envision an approach that measures legislators' effectiveness based on their percentage of missed floor votes; the number of bills sponsored, hearings chaired, or live floor speeches delivered; and perhaps even the number of enacted public laws for which they receive total or partial credit. It is questionable whether these or related measurements can adequately capture what makes prior experience in Congress or state legislatures a valuable "qualifier" for Supreme Court service.

CONCLUSION

Professors Choi and Gulati are surely correct to insist on the importance of merit or competence in the selection process for Supreme Court Justices. They also rightly argue for a less disingenuous approach to merit-based assessment on the part of both Congress and the White House. However, their evaluative focus on the transparency and objectivity of appellate judge track records would not be an improvement on our current, admittedly imperfect, system.

The assumption that prior judicial experience should be a principal determinant of Supreme Court potential has itself been challenged by scholars of the Court. One need not fully embrace such


149. Choi & Gulati, Tournament, supra note 1, at 319-20.

150. See Felix Frankfurter, The Supreme Court in the Mirror of Justices, 105 U. PA. L. REV. 781, 795 (1957) (concluding, upon review of Justices' careers over 167 years, that "[o]ne is entitled to say without qualification that the correlation between prior judicial experience and fitness for the functions of the Supreme Court is zero"); Gregory A. Caldeira, In the Mirror of the Justices: Sources of Greatness on the Supreme Court, 10 POL. BEHAV. HeinOnline -- 32 Fla. St. U. L. Rev. 1050 2004-2005
challenges in order to question the predictive value of this experience as measured in purely quantitative terms. Viewed in a comparative setting, the appellate court outputs of Warren Burger and Harry Blackmun are not overly enlightening with regard to the very different agenda and dynamics that confront Supreme Court Justices. In addition, by dismissing politics as a major flaw in the selection process, Choi and Gulati ignore the legitimate and appropriately constraining roles played by both political branches. Finally, there are certain more qualitative factors important to the Court’s effective performance as a lawmaking institution; while these may be difficult to assess on an individual candidate basis, they should not be overlooked when considering each candidate’s potential to achieve greatness or to enhance the success of the Court.

247, 258 (1988) (using multivariate model to conclude, inter alia, that contrary to much conventional wisdom, there is no association between judicial experience and eminence as a Supreme Court Justice).
## APPENDIX

### TABLE 1 – PUBLISHED MAJORITIES

**D.C. CIRCUIT 1957-1968**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Full Years Active</th>
<th>No. of Majority Opinions</th>
<th>Average Productivity Score</th>
<th>Circuit Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edgerton</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prettyman</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bazelon</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danaher</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burger</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGowan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leventhal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EIGHTH CIRCUIT 1960-1969

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Full Years Active</th>
<th>No. of Majority Opinions</th>
<th>Average Productivity Score</th>
<th>Circuit Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodrough</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnsen</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Oosterhout</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackmun</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>-0.52</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehaffy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heaney</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-1.06</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2 - Citations Outside Own Circuit

#### D.C. Circuit Majority Opinions 1963-1966

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Number of Majority Opinions</th>
<th>Outside Circuit Cites Through 5/31/69—Overall Mean</th>
<th>Outside Circuit Cites Through 5/31/69—Top 20 Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bazelon</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>3.71</td>
<td>10.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahy</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>9.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danaher</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burger</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>11.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Eighth Circuit Majority Opinions 1963-1966

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Number of Majority Opinions</th>
<th>Outside Circuit Cites Through 5/31/69—Overall Mean</th>
<th>Outside Circuit Cites Through 5/31/69—Top 20 Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vogel</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>9.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Oosterhout</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>8.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthes</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>7.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackmun</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>16.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 3 - Dissents/Concurrences

D.C. Circuit 1957-1968

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Full Years Active</th>
<th>No. of Majority Opinions</th>
<th>No. of Concurring Opinions</th>
<th>No. of Dissenting Opinions</th>
<th>Separate Ops. per Full Year</th>
<th>Cir. Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edgerton</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>12.70</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prettyman</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bazelon</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahy</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>10.75</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danaher</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>8.10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bastian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burger</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>10.80</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGowan</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8.70</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leventhal</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>1828</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>9.51 (Mean)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eighth Circuit 1960-1969

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>Full Years Active</th>
<th>No. of Majority Opinions</th>
<th>No. of Concurring Opinions</th>
<th>No. of Dissenting Opinions</th>
<th>Separate Ops. per Full Year</th>
<th>Cir. Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodrough</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnsen</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vogel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Oosterhout</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthes</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackmun</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ridge</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mehappy</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lay</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.70</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heaney</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bright</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>1.34 (Mean)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>